Abstract-A robust software watermarking scheme under which the watermark can resist against various attacks including collusion attacks is proposed based on obfuscated interpretation. The idea is to spread the watermark over the entire program by modifying instruction frequencies. The obfuscated interpretation technique is introduced into the scheme to not only hide the functionality of a given program but also provide an alternative simple way to manipulate the instruction frequencies so that embeds the watermark. A series of experimental results show that the proposed watermark can resist against various semantics-preserving transformations and collusion attacks as well.
I. INTRODUCTION
Along with the rapid development of software industry and Internet, software piracy has become a major concern for many software companies and IT sectors. The losses caused by software piracy are increasing every year, and exceeded 51 billion dollars in commercial value in 2009 [1] . Software watermarking, a technique used to dissuade illegal copying and resale of programs, has been widely applied to software protection. The idea is to embed a watermark or a fingerprint, such as a copyright notice or a customer identification number, into the code or data segments of an application. The watermark asserts the ownership of the program, while the fingerprint allows the tracking of intellectual property violators. Technically, most of the software watermarking techniques fall under two categories: static and dynamic [2] .
Static watermarking techniques embed the watermark in the target application executable, such as the initialized data section, the text section, and the symbol information.
Moskowitz et al. [3] proposed to watermark a program by watermarking a media object and storing it in the code of the program. Unfortunately, there are many ways to disturb the mark in a media object.
Davidson et al. [4] proposed to embed a watermark by reordering the basic block placement. Hattanda et al. [5] and Myles et al. [6] later presented more detailed implementations. Qu et al. [7] proposed to select the register assignment in a way that embeds a watermark. However, since these two algorithms are both based on reordering, they are easy to defeat: attackers simply have to reorder every "reorderable" list of items in the program themselves.
Venkatesan et al. [8] described a graph theoretic approach to software watermarking, which marks a program by the addition of code for which the topology of the control-flow graph encodes a watermark. Then, Collberg et al. [9, 10] implemented and evaluated the algorithm proposed by [8] , and showed that its fundamental dependence on static block marking leaves watermarked programs vulnerable to distortive attacks.
Stern et al. [11] proposed a robust spread spectrum based software watermarking algorithm, which embeds a watermark by changing the statistical properties of a program. The algorithm extracts a frequency vector of instruction groups from the original program and then modifies the vector to embed the watermark. However, the transformations used to modify the frequency vector in the three known implementations of this algorithm (Stern et al. [11] , Collberg et al. [12] , and Hachez [13] ) all seem to be undoable by trivial obfuscations or by a competent optimizer. The result is that any inherent robustness of the algorithm is canceled out by the lack of robustness of the transformations [14] .
Dynamic watermarking techniques store the watermark in the execution state of the program. The first such technique was proposed by Collberg et al. [15] , which embeds the watermark in a graph structure constructed at execution time. Later, they further extended this watermarking algorithm to a dynamic software fingerprinting algorithm [16] , which embeds a fingerprint in the topology of a dummy graph that is built on the heap at runtime. And since pointer alias is hard to analysis, the fingerprint can resist automatic attacks. Nagra et al. [17, 18] proposed to embed new thread into single-threaded portions of a program so that when given the right input, the dynamic behavior of the thread is distinctive and encodes the watermark. This algorithm is secure against static analysis, but for an attacker who has the ability to execute the program, it may fail very easily. Moreover, it is not suitable for programs where speed is critical.
Collberg et al. [19] proposed to encode the watermark in forward branches. It has two ways of encoding the watermark bits, as a sequence of if-statements and as a loop. And it uses the error-correcting code to ensure that only a subset of the watermark pieces is necessary to recover the mark.
Cousot et al. [20] presented a watermarking scheme which embeds the watermark in the values of some designated local variables during the program execution. The advantage of the scheme is that the watermark can be recovered even if only small part of the code is available.
Liu et al. [21] gave a robust software watermarking algorithm based on chaos. The algorithm combines the anti-reverse engineering technique, chaotic system and the idea of Easter Egg software watermarks. Analysis indicates that the algorithm resist against various semantics-preserving transformation and has a good tolerance for reverse engineering.
Kamel et al. [22] gave a method for watermarking Rtree data structure and its variants used by program execution, and showed the robustness of the embedded watermarks by a detailed security analysis and performance evaluation.
From the existing literatures on software watermarking, we know that although dynamic watermarking schemes are more robust than static ones, they have one main drawback, namely, the risk that the recognizer will be affected by small changes to the execution environment such as packet delivery times in the network and the initialization of random number generators [14] . Moreover, it is more difficult to implement the dynamic watermarking schemes, and both the watermark embedding and extraction need to execute the program. Hence despite the fact that current researches on software watermarking have made a great progress, the robustness of watermarks and the efficiency of watermarking schemes still need to be improved.
In this paper, a robust static software watermarking scheme, which can not only resist against semanticspreserving transformations but also collusion attacks, is proposed based on obfuscated interpretation. A frequency vector of instruction groups extracted from the original program is modified to embed the watermark by translation and code insertion. Translation rules defined in obfuscated interpretation provide an alternative simple way to find enough substitution patterns for vector instruction groups, and thus enhance the efficiency of the scheme. Since the software program is protected by obfuscated interpretation, the embedded watermark is robust to various semantics-preserving transformation attacks that modify the program code. Furthermore, as instructions are translated using randomly selected translation rules, attackers can not recognize the location of a watermark by comparing differently watermarked versions of the same program. And this makes the proposed scheme have the ability of resisting against collusive attacks as well.
II. WATERMARKING SCHEME BASED ON OBUFSCATED INTERPRETATION
Software watermarking is a technique for embedding a unique identifier into the executable of a program. Depending on what aspect of rights we're trying to protect, we can classify a watermark as being robust or fragile. A robust watermark retains its legibility (can be successfully extracted) after undergoing moderate distortive attacks. A fragile watermark is easily destroyed by transformations to the cover object [14] . In this paper, we focus on robust software watermarking.
As we know, code is so fluid and so susceptible to transformation that there seems to be an infinite number of ways of moving code around, splitting and merging pieces of code, adding redundant code, and so on. Thus, improving the robustness of a watermark turns out to be difficult. Like other security concepts, robustness is a relative measure. There is no system that is 100% secure or a watermark is 100% robust [22] . In practice, a system is consider secure or robust enough if
• destroying or removing the watermark would significantly affect the functionality or the performance of the underlying code; • the cost of breaking into the system exceeds the cost of the system or benefit from breaking into it, or; • the time required to break into the system exceeds the life time of the data. Stern et al. made an attempt at improving the robustness of software watermarks. And we refer to their algorithm as the SHKQ algorithm. The SHKQ algorithm watermarks in the frequency domain. Code is not considered as a linear succession of instructions, but rather a whole statistical object. The basic idea is to extract a vector of instruction-group frequencies from the original program and then iteratively modify the program until this vector is "different enough" from the original to embed the watermark. It took the advantage of the secure spread spectrum watermarking algorithm for images presented by Cox et al. [23] , which is that if an attacker cannot perform "stronger" modifications than the original one, then the watermark will be recovered with very high probability.
However, in the three known implementation of the SHKQ algorithm, the transformations that are used to modify the code all seem to be undoable by trivial obfuscations or by a competent optimizer. The result is that any inherent robustness of the algorithm is canceled out by the lack of robustness of the transformations.
To solve the above problem and further improve the robustness of the SHKQ algorithm, we proposed a robust software watermarking scheme based on obfuscated interpretation in this paper. Our watermarking scheme is based on obfuscated interpretation for three reasons:
1) As a software protection technique, which combines obfuscation, diversity and tamper-proofing, obfuscated interpretation enables us to hide the functionality of a given program so that improves the robustness of the watermark embedded in the program;
2) The translation procedure of obfuscated interpretation provides us an alternatively new transformation to modify code; 3) Combining the translation procedure of obfuscated interpretation with watermark embedding makes it difficult for attackers to recognize whether a difference between two differently watermarked versions of the same program is caused by watermark embedding or translation. Hence, it makes our scheme robust to collusion attacks. In the following, we will first give a brief introduction on obfuscated interpretation, and analyze how it can be used to embed watermarks, and then we will present the framework of our watermarking scheme.
A. Brief Introduction on Obfuscated Interpretation
Obfuscated interpretation is a software protection technique, which combines obfuscation, diversity and tamper-proofing. Instead of obfuscating a program itself, it obfuscates the interpretation process of the program. There is no static relationship between the instructions and their semantics. The interpretation for a given instruction is not fixed; specifically, it is determined not only by the instruction itself but also by some other auxiliary input. Fig. 1 shows this non-static relationship between instructions and their semantics. [24] Monden et al. [24] gave an idea for obfuscating the program interpretation based on FSM (Finite State Machine). However, the FSM interpretation unit is hardware imple-mented, and its state transition rules can not be changed any more once embedded. Zhang et al. [25] proposed a similar framework for obfuscating the interpretation process of Java programs. It is achieved by a custom interpreter which allows the mapping rules between instructions and semantics to be easily changed at will. In our watermarking scheme, we use the obfuscated interpretation framework proposed by Zhang et al. to embed watermarks and protect programs.
The process of obfuscated interpretation is illustrated in Fig. 2 . For a given program P , which is intended to be hidden from hostile users, it is first translated by a program translator T . The program translator T automatically translates P into P′ by randomly selecting translation rules from the one-to-many translation mapping for all possible instructions. P′ is the "translated program" containing translated instructions whose semantics are determined during execution according to the auxiliary input u A . u A records the indexes of interpretation rules corresponding to each translated instruction in P′ . When P′ is executed, the permutation-based interpreter p W evaluates the translated instructions of P′ according to the auxiliary input u A . Finally it is ensured that the obfuscated interpretation results of P′ are the same as the conventional interpretation results of P .
Since programs need to be translated before obfuscated interpretation, the translation procedure provides us a new transformation to modify the code and embed watermarks. Next, let us discuss the translation procedure and see how it can be used to embed watermarks. Let . π is a one-to-many mapping, thus an instruction can be translated by randomly selecting a translation rule from this one-to-many mapping. Figure 2 . Obfuscated interpretation framework [25] For instance, in the example showed in Fig. 3 , there are four translation rules for iadd , which are
When iadd is translated, a random selection can be made from these rules. In the example
into isub , and the corresponding interpretation rule index " 2 " is recorded. Then during the interpretation process, isub is interpreted as iadd using the interpretation rule
The translation of an instruction is random. Hence we can take advantage of this translation procedure to modify the frequencies of instruction groups. 
B. The Framework of the Obfuscated Interpretationbased Watermarking Scheme
The framework of our proposed watermarking scheme is illustrated in Fig. 4 . It includes four phases: code book construction, watermark embedding, obfuscated interpretation, and watermark extraction.
In the phase of code book construction, we first profile a set of benchmark programs to extract a table of frequently occurring code patterns. Then we construct a code book from these patterns manually. A set of vector instruction groups as well as a set of substitution patterns for these groups are defined in the code book. We select code patterns that include instructions needed to be translated as vector instruction groups, so that we can use the translation rules of the instructions needed to be translated to design the substitution patterns for vector instruction groups.
In the phase of watermark embedding, we extract a vector v of instruction group frequencies from a program P that needs to be watermarked. We then embed a watermark vector w into the program by manipulating instruction group frequencies using the substitution patterns in the code book. Finally, by modifying the code, the new frequency vector v′ extracted from the watermarked program P′ should be equal to v w + . Meanwhile, we randomly translate the program P , and record the indexes of the interpretation rules corresponding to each translated instruction in P . This auxiliary information u A is encrypted and stored in the watermarked program P′ . The following algorithm formalizes the above steps in the phase of watermark embedding. Output: "marked" or "unmarked".
Steps:
2) For each instruction group i s in S , count the frequency i v of the group in the original program P , and form the frequency vector
3) For each instruction group i s in S , count the frequency i d of the group in the program t P that needs to be tested, and form the frequency vector ( )
and w . 5) If Q is higher than σ then return "marked", else return "unmarked".
III. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED WATERMARKING SCHEME
In this study, we implemented our watermarking scheme for Java programs. The code book building, watermark embedding and extraction were all implemented within the SandMark environment, which is a tool developed for research into software watermarking, tamperproofing, and code obfuscation. The platform that we chose to implement obfuscated interpretation is Mysaifu JVM, which is an open source Java Virtual Machine running on the Windows mobile platform. 
A. Building the Code Book
As we show above, our watermarking scheme makes use of a code book. It defines a set of vector instruction groups and a set of substitution patterns for these groups. The code book is assumed to be kept secret from attackers.
To ensure that the watermarked program is similar to the code that occurs in typical applications so that does not arouse suspicion, the code book is constructed based on what are frequently occurring code sequences in real programs. To collect this information, we collected statistics from different programs and identified which instruction groups have more likelihood to occur in real code. We profiled over different programs such as specJVM benchmark, JFIG and SandMark. To simplify the watermark embedding procedure, we were only interested in instruction groups of size 2. The frequently used instruction groups obtained from profiling form the potential candidates for vector instruction groups.
Since watermarks are embedded in the frequencies of the vector instruction groups in our watermarking scheme, we selected frequently occurring instruction groups which can be transformed to manipulate the frequencies of instruction groups. And from the discussion in Section II, we observe that the translation procedure of obfuscated interpretation can be used to modify code and manipulate the frequencies of instruction groups. Thus, we took advantage of the translation rules for instructions in obfuscated interpretation to select vector instruction groups from the profiling instruction groups and define the substitution patterns for these vector instruction groups.
In the translation procedure, to make sure that the translated program can pass Java's bytecode verifier, instructions are divided into several groups according to their operand type and operand number so that instructions in the same group can substitute each other without causing any stack or syntactic errors. Table I shows six groups of instructions which can be obfuscated interpreted. Instructions within each group can be randomly translated into one of the instructions in the same group. For example, instruction fadd can be translated into fsub , fmul , fdiv , frem randomly.
Therefore, the restrictions on the selecting of vector instruction groups are as follows. We refer to the instructions labeled with * in Table I . as key instructions.
• The size of the instruction groups is 2.
• Each vector instruction group should contain one key instruction.
And the substitution patterns for these vector instruction groups were defined according to the translation rules of the containing key instruction. We reserve one instruction in each group in Table I . not to be used to define the vector instruction groups for the purpose of providing enough available substitution patterns in the program that needs to be watermarked.
To illustrate these points we will next consider a simple example. Assume the existence of the instruction group [ iload,iadd ]. As it contains the key instruction iadd in group 3 of Table I, 
B. Embedding by Translation
In order to solve the problem of finding a large set of semantically equivalent groups of instructions, we proposed an alternative simple way to embed a watermark using the translation procedure of obfuscated interpretation. Since the vector instruction groups and their substitution patterns are defined according to the translation procedure of obfuscated interpretation, embedding a watermark in the frequency of a vector instruction group can be done by translating a key instruction. The details are given in the following algorithm. 3) Search k c in set S , if k c is found, then go to 2); else go to 4).
4) Search the program for a sequence of instructions
Seq matched to the selected pattern k c . If Seq is found, then go to 5); else go to 2). 5) Check whether translate the key instruction in Seq will affect another vector instruction group or not, if so, then go to 2); else go to 6). 6) Translate the key instruction in Seq , which means to replace Seq with i s , and record the index of the interpretation rule related to the translated key instruction. Decrease i w by one, and return program P and "success". 7) Return program P and "failure". Embedding by translation is our default embedding scheme, and only when there is no further scope for translation do we turn to the other embedding scheme. However, there is a main complication in this embedding scheme that is this embedding scheme has as a side effect, and it may affect more than one vector instruction group. For instance, assume that there are two vector instruction groups A and B whose frequencies both need to be increased. If A is translated into B to increase the frequency of B , then the frequency of A will decrease. And in the three known implementation of the SHKQ algorithm, similar problem also existed. To face this problem, different approaches were proposed by researchers.
Hachez followed a random hill-climbing approach, which intends to change multiple vector components at each step of modification, so that there are always side effects, and the vector frequency updates might not converge to the targeted vector, or the convergence may be time consuming.
Collberg et al. shifted the complexity onto the code book, and followed a directed hill-climbing approach. Restrictions are applied on the design of the code book to make sure that a code substitution or insertion only affects one vector instruction group. However, this further increases the difficulty of finding appropriate substitution patterns for the vector instruction groups and the design of the code book.
In our implementation, we also revert to the directed approach, which means at each step we move closer to the final result so that guarantees the convergence of the vector frequency updates. But we did not shift the complexity on the code book; instead we added some controls in the embedding procedure. Before we commit to translate an instruction, we first verify that the transformation only affect one vector instruction group. And this is done in Step 3) and 5) of Algorithm 3.
Specifically, let us consider a concrete example to illustrate this embedding procedure. 
C. Embedding by Code Insertion
There are cases when not all the components of the watermark vector can be embedded by translation. In these cases, we need to embed the watermark by inserting dumb code. The detail is described in the following algorithm. 
D. Embedding and Translation Procedure
In our watermarking scheme, the watermark embedding and translation procedure are combined together. We have two embedding approaches: embedding by translation and embedding by code insertion. Both these two approaches are directed hill-climbing approaches, i.e. each code modification takes up at most one vector instruction group. And the embedding and translation procedure can be summarized as follows. Note that stream cipher is used to encrypt the indexes of the interpretation rules of the translated instructions, so that different ciphertexts can be obtained every time the same plaintext is encrypted and thus keep this information secret from attackers. And we use SIM card number as the key to encrypt the information.
E. Extraction and Obfuscated Interpretation Procedure
Our watermarking scheme is static and informed. Provided with the watermark, the target program to be examined and the original program, the watermark extractor returns a "marked/unmarked" whether the given watermark is present in the target program. The extractor is implemented to first retrieve the frequency vectors from the original program and the target program, and then calculate the normalized linear correlation between the two vectors to detect the watermark. The normalized linear correlation between two vectors v and w is as follows: We assume that a correlation ratio greater than 0.9 implies watermark found, and less than 0.6 implies watermark not found. And we are not quite sure whether the watermark is present or not when the correlation ratio is in the range of 0.6-0.9.
For a program, the embedding and translation procedure changes its instructions and hides the functionality of the program. The semantics of the instructions are not static any more, they are determined during the program execution. To execute the program, a permutation-based interpreter is needed. We implemented our permutationbased interpreter on the basis of Mysaifu JVM. Specifically, the obfuscated interpretation procedure is described in Algorithm 6. Algorithm 6 (Obfuscated Interpretation Procedure) Input: program P . Output: the execution of program P .
Steps: 1) Decide whether the program is translated. If so, then go to 2); else go to 4).
2) Decrypt the attribute info in the program to obtain the indexes of the interpretation rules of the translated instructions. We refer to this information as 
IV. WATERMARK EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate our watermarking scheme according to the following criteria:
• Data rate, which specifies the ratio of the number of bits of watermark that can be embedded in the target program to the size of the program.
• Embedding overhead, which refers to the amount of time and space the watermarking scheme added to the program.
• Resilience against semantics-preserving transformations, which measures the ability of the watermark to survive transformations such as code obfuscation and code optimization.
• Resilience against collusive attacks, which checks whether the location of the watermark can be determined by comparing two or more differently watermarked copies of the same program.
• False positive rate, which is the probability that the watermark extractor recognize a random value as a valid watermark.
A. Data Rate
Since each vector instruction group encodes certain number of bits of watermark, the data rate of the watermark essentially depends on the number of vector instruction groups defined in the code book. By profiling over a set of different programs, we found that there are more than 1000 instruction groups that can be the potential candidates for vector instruction groups. And according to the translation rules of the key instructions, we can easily build the substitution patterns for the vector instruction groups. Thus, we can define a large set of vector instruction groups in the code book.
However, small programs may not provide enough scope for embedding by translation. In other words, there may not be any available instruction sequence that matches to the substitution patterns for the vector instruction groups. But as the program size increases, more bits can be embedded by translation.
B. Embedding Overhead
As for all the substitution patterns defined according to the translation rules, the original and the substituted code segments are of the same length. Thus, embedding by translation has a minimal impact on the size and performance of the watermarked program. However, not all frequencies of the vector instruction groups can be changed by translation. In order to embed a watermark, additional methods are needed to be constructed, such as insertion dumb code. Embedding by code insertion will somehow increase code size, but the effect on execution time is minimal. In addition, the obfuscated interpretation used in our watermarking scheme also has some effect on execution time.
We applied our watermarking scheme on several java programs. Table II summarizes the effects of watermark embedding on code size and load time. The Mysaifu JVM is set as follows
• Max heap size: 2M;
• Java stack size: 32KB;
• Native stack size: 160KB:
• Verifier: Off. And execution environment is Pocket PC 2003 SE Emulator. The results show that the program size is increased by maximum 6% and the max load delay is less than 11%. 
C. Resilience against semantics-preserving transformations
Semantics-preserving transformations are the most serious threat to software watermarks. To destroy the embedded watermarks, automated attacks can be done by using tools that perform code obfuscation or code optimization. And there exist several such tools, such as Debray, BLOAT, SmokeScreen and SandMark. These tools are free and commonly available, thus it is essential for a software watermark to be resilient against semanticspreserving transformations.
To evaluate the resilience of our watermark against semantics-preserving transformation, we used various obfuscation algorithms implemented in SandMark as attacks on watermarks. These obfuscations include class level modifications as well as method level modifications. We compared the resilience of our watermark against various obfuscations on a set of Java programs to that of the SHKQ watermark. Table III shows the results of our evaluation. The embedded watermark was 45572689, and the watermark detection threshold was set to 0.9. Columns "a" and columns "b" in Table III show the evaluation results of the SHKQ watermark and our watermark respectively. "√" means that the watermark is found in the program after obfuscation. "×" means that the watermark is destroyed by obfuscation. "∇" means that the program is crashed by obfuscation.
From the evaluation results showed in Table III , we observe that both the SHKQ watermark and our watermark survive the high-level obfuscations that affect classes, fields, and method signature. However, for obfuscations that affect codes in methods, watermarks may not survive.
The "Method Merger" obfuscation merges all of the public static methods that have the same signature in each class into one large master method. Thus, this transforma-tion may disturb some of the vector instruction groups and destroy the embedded watermark.
The "Promote Locals" and "Primitive Promoter" obfuscations both belong to a class of local variable promotion obfuscations, which convert primitive types like int and float to their equivalent layers of abstraction, such as java.lang.Integer and java.lang.Float. These two obfuscations manipulate and change instructions that depend on retrieving and storing int or float values. For example, assume that there exists an original instruction:
iload < index > . The two obfuscations will manipulate this instruction and replace it with the following instructions: . Hence, they can alter the frequency vector considerably and destroy the watermark.
The "Append Bogus Code" obfuscation adds bogus codes onto the end of a java method. Therefore it may affect the frequencies of some vector instruction groups and destroy the watermark.
According to the results in Table III , we can see that the SHKQ watermark was destroyed by some obfuscating transformations, such as "Method Merger", "Promote Locals", "Primitive Promoter" and "Append Bogus Code". As for the test programs watermarked by our watermarking scheme, since they were protected by obfuscated interpretation, obfuscations that affect the instructions in the programs would make obfuscated interpretation of the programs incorrect. Hence, although our watermark was damaged by several obfuscations, the watermarked programs were seriously damaged by the obfuscations as well. In other words, destroying our watermark by these obfuscations significantly affected the functionalities of the watermarked programs. Therefore, these obfuscations were not successful attacks on our watermark.
Note that the "Name Obfuscator" obfuscation did not affect the functionality of the test program. And this is because that this obfuscation only renames the fields and methods of a program to unique identifiers, and it does not disturb the instructions in the program. However, this obfuscation is weak. Since it does not alter the vector instruction groups, watermarks can survive this obfuscation.
D. Resilience against collusive attacks
A collusion attack is a common attack on watermarks, specifically fingerprints, which attempts to find the watermark location by comparing two or more differently watermarked programs. Once the watermark locations have been found, a manual inspection of the code may reveal useful details about the watermark scheme [12] . Thus hiding watermark locations is essential for a software watermarking scheme to improve its resilience against collusion attacks.
As pointed out in [12] , in the case of the SHKQ algorithm, a collusion attack may be able to reveal the patterns of the code book. Thus we introduce obfuscated interpretation in our watermarking scheme to improve the resilience of the watermark against collusion attacks. Instructions in the program are modified by watermark embedding as well as the translation procedure of obfuscated interpretation, so that attackers can not decide whether a difference between two differently watermarked programs is caused by watermark embedding and find the watermark locations.
We tested the resilience of our watermarking scheme against collusion attacks by SandMark which is equipped with a Java bytecode comparison tool. Fig. 5 shows an example of a collusion attack on our watermark. Two different watermarks were embedded in the java program "ImageViewer". The two columns show the results of the "mouseDragged" method in the two differently watermarked programs. The differences in the code have been highlighted in Fig. 5 . There are totally four differences in the two methods. But only the " imul " in the left column and " iadd " in the right column were embedded a bit of the watermark. The other three differences were all made by the random translation of obfuscated interpretation. And we observed that the two differently watermarked programs differed not just at the locations of the watermark, but also at some other locations. Thus, it is difficult for attackers to locate the watermark and deuce useful information.
E. False positive rate
Besides to be resilient against various attacks, it is also important for a watermarking scheme to have a low probability of false detections. The false positive rate essentially depends on the length of the watermark vector and the range of values that the watermark vector components take.
Since we use the translation rules of key instructions to construct the code book, the size of the set of the vector instruction groups is not limited by the lack of available substitution patterns for the vector instruction groups. Hence while in Collberg et al.'s implementation of the SHKQ algorithm, the length is only set to 8 due to the difficulty of finding appropriate substitution patterns for instruction groups, we set the length of the watermark vector to 1000. And it makes that our watermark is spread over a large mount of frequencies. We evaluated the false positive rate of our watermarking scheme by giving a random value to the watermark extractor to see whether the random value is recognized as a valid watermark or not. We embedded a watermark 74893657 into the program "Jbubblebreaker", which is a bubble breaker game written in Java. And then we generated several random watermarks and tested whether the extractor recognized them as valid watermarks. Fig. 6 shows the experimental results of detection of false watermarks. For these values, the correlation ratio all lay below the 0.9 upper threshold. In several cases, the correlation ratio was even below the 0.6 lower threshold. And compared to the SHKQ algorithm, the false positive rate of our watermarking scheme is lower.
According to the above evaluation of our obfuscated interpretation-based watermarking scheme, we have the following results
• The data rate of our proposed scheme is improved by introducing translation into watermark embedding.
• The embedding overhead is low. For moderately sized java programs, the program size is increased by maximum 6% and the max load delay is less than 11%.
• The watermarks are resilient to semanticspreserving transformations. Code obfuscations are either too simple to destroy the watermarks, or so strong that the functionalities of the watermarked program are affected.
• The watermarks are resilient to collusion attacks.
The translation introduced in watermark embedding makes two differently watermarked versions of the same program different everywhere not just at the watermark locations, so that it is difficult for attackers to recognize the watermark location by comparing.
• The false positive rate is low. In our implementation, the length of the watermark vector is large, which makes the probability of recognizing a random number as a valid watermark low. Based on obfuscated interpretation, this paper has proposed a robust software watermarking scheme which is resilient against various semantics-preserving transformations and collusion attacks as well. The proposed watermarking scheme has the following characteristics:
1) The proposed watermarking scheme introduces the translation procedure in obfuscated interpretation into watermark embedding, so that makes it simple to define substitution patterns for vector instruction groups, and improves the efficiency of the software watermarking scheme. 2) The proposed watermarking scheme is combined with obfuscated interpretation, which is a software protection technique that hides the functionality of the protected program. Hence, watermarks embedded by our scheme are resilient to semanticspreserving transformations.
3) Since instructions in a program are modified by both watermark embedding and translation, two differently watermarked versions of the same program are different everywhere not just at the watermark locations. And as a result, it makes the proposed watermarking scheme resilient against collusion attacks. Experimental results have showed that the proposed scheme have a high data rate and a low embedding overhead. Moreover, it can resist against various semanticspreserving transformations and collusion attacks as well. Also the false positive rate of the proposed scheme is lower than that of the SHKQ algorithm. However the watermark extraction is not blind, and so research on blind software watermarking scheme will be our next step. This paper is an extended version of our previous work [26] . Changes were made to provide more detailed explanation of our watermarking scheme and to present a comparison with the SHKQ algorithm proposed by Stern et al.
